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ABSTRACT
We report on the discovery of a new fast radio burst (FRB), FRB 150215, with the Parkes
radio telescope on 2015 February 15. The burst was detected in real time with a dispersion
measure (DM) of 1105.6 ± 0.8 pc cm−3, a pulse duration of 2.8+1.2−0.5 ms, and a measured peak
flux density assuming that the burst was at beam centre of 0.7+0.2−0.1 Jy. The FRB originated at a
Galactic longitude and latitude of 24.66◦, 5.28◦ and 25◦ away from the Galactic Center. The
burst was found to be 43 ± 5 per cent linearly polarized with a rotation measure (RM) in the
range −9 < RM < 12 rad m−2 (95 per cent confidence level), consistent with zero. The burst
was followed up with 11 telescopes to search for radio, optical, X-ray, γ -ray and neutrino
emission. Neither transient nor variable emission was found to be associated with the burst
and no repeat pulses have been observed in 17.25 h of observing. The sightline to the burst is
close to the Galactic plane and the observed physical properties of FRB 150215 demonstrate
the existence of sight lines of anomalously low RM for a given electron column density. The
Galactic RM foreground may approach a null value due to magnetic field reversals along
the line of sight, a decreased total electron column density from the Milky Way, or some
combination of these effects. A lower Galactic DM contribution might explain why this burst
was detectable whereas previous searches at low latitude have had lower detection rates than
those out of the plane.
Key words: polarization – methods: data analysis – surveys – ISM: structure.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are bright, millisecond duration pulses
identified in high time resolution radio observations (see Petroff
et al. 2016, and references therein). Like radio pulses from pulsars,
FRBs experience dispersion due to ionized matter that can be quan-
tified by a dispersion measure (DM); observationally, this is seen as
a frequency-dependent time delay of the radio pulse across the ob-
serving band. FRBs have DMs well in excess of the expected contri-
bution from free electrons in the interstellar medium (ISM) leading
to theories that they have an extragalactic origin (Katz 2016). If a
significant population of FRBs originates at redshift z  1.0, they
may be useful as powerful cosmological probes (Deng & Zhang
2014; Gao, Li & Zhang 2014; Macquart et al. 2015). Twenty-one
FRB sources have been reported to date;1 however, a rapid popula-
tion growth is expected in the near future due to new instruments
and ongoing surveys (van Leeuwen 2014; Keane et al. 2016; Caleb
et al. 2017; Ng et al. 2017).
1 All reported FRBs can be found in the FRBCAT; http://www.
astronomy.swin.edu.au/pulsar/frbcat/
The nature of FRB progenitors remains highly debated and pro-
genitor theories currently outnumber published bursts. Only FRB
121102 has been seen by several telescopes to repeat, ruling out
cataclysmic progenitors for this particular FRB (Scholz et al. 2016;
Spitler et al. 2016). This burst was localized to a dwarf galaxy at a
redshift z = 0.19, at a distance of approximately 1 Gpc (Chatterjee
et al. 2017; Tendulkar et al. 2017). The small host galaxy also con-
tains a radio source co-located with the position of the FRB (Marcote
et al. 2017). A convincing model for the source of the millisecond
radio bursts from FRB 121102 remains unknown although extreme
neutron star progenitors such as a millisecond magnetar (Metzger,
Berger & Margalit 2017) have recently been invoked. Repeat bursts
from this source are highly clustered in time and some pulses are
several times brighter than the original burst detection. No such
behaviour has been seen yet for other FRBs despite, in some cases,
hundreds of hours of follow-up, or from known magnetars in the
Galaxy. It remains unknown whether FRB 121102 is typical of the
FRB population as no other FRBs have been localized to their host
galaxies from their detected radio pulses.
Other attempts at FRB localization have relied on multiwave-
length follow-up to search for coincident transient emission. Radio
imaging following the real-time detection of FRB 150418 by Keane
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et al. (2016) revealed a variable radio source dropping rapidly in
flux density on a time-scale of a few days post-burst, possibly asso-
ciated with the FRB, although this case remains contested. Long-
term radio imaging has revealed that the radio source varies in flux
density (Williams & Berger 2016; Johnston et al. 2017) consistent
with an active galactic nucleus (AGN) (Akiyama & Johnson 2016).
Although Williams & Berger (2016) have argued against an asso-
ciation, new data from Johnston et al. show that the probability of
coincident detections is ∼8 per cent. However, the variable radio
sky is poorly understood at ∼100 μJy levels on these time-scales.
The unusual variability seen for this radio source may or may not
be related to the progenitor of the FRB and it may be that, much
like the early days of short gamma-ray bursts (Berger 2014), this
source remains a borderline case at least until similar follow-ups
have been performed for a large number of FRBs.
Other recent follow-up efforts have produced exciting results.
DeLaunay et al. (2016) have reported a 380-s γ -ray transient de-
tected weakly by the Swift satellite temporally coincident with FRB
131104. They propose an association between this transient and the
FRB, implying an extremely energetic engine. Further follow-up
with radio imaging by Shannon & Ravi (2017) in the field of FRB
131104 revealed a variable AGN at a different position from the γ -
ray transient. Ultimately, neither source can be precisely attributed
to the progenitor of the burst at present, and more data will be
needed.
Here we present the discovery of FRB 150215 close to the Galac-
tic plane with the Parkes radio telescope. This burst was detected in
real time with recorded polarization and multiwavelength follow-
up, including observations with the High Energy Spectroscopic
System (H.E.S.S.) telescope at TeV γ -ray energies and the first
limits on neutrino flux coincident with an FRB from the ANTARES
neutrino detector. In Section 2, we briefly describe the Parkes tele-
scope observing setup; in Section 3, we present FRB 150215 and
the polarization properties of the burst. Section 4 presents the mul-
tiwavelength data taken after the FRB detection. We discuss the
results of our observations in Section 5 and compare these to results
from previously detected bursts.
2 O BSERVATIONS
The results presented in this paper are from observations taken as
part of the 4-yr project ‘Transient Radio Neutron Stars’ at the Parkes
radio telescope (Parkes PID 786). The purpose of this project was
to study rotating radio transients (RRATs), pulsars that emit irreg-
ularly and are best found through their bright single pulses rather
than through periodicity searches (McLaughlin et al. 2006). New
candidates found in the Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey and the
High Time Resolution Universe survey, both conducted at Parkes
(Manchester et al. 2001; Keith et al. 2010), were re-observed and
confirmed. Known RRATs were monitored regularly to obtain pe-
riod and period derivative measurements when possible (Burke-
Spolaor et al. 2011; Keane et al. 2011).
Observations between June 2011 and October 2013 used only the
central beam of the 13-beam Parkes multibeam receiver (Staveley-
Smith et al. 1996), totalling 207 h. From October 2013 until the
conclusion of the project in March 2015, all 13 beams were used
as a coincidence check to reduce spurious candidates from terres-
trial radio frequency interference (RFI) and to use all 13 beams to
search for FRBs; a further 311 h of observations was performed in
this configuration. The majority of the observations for this project
were at low Galactic latitudes where the population of pulsars is
larger.
Figure 1. The frequency-time spectrum of FRB 150215 with the Parkes
radio telescope. The time axis is given in milliseconds after 2015 February
15 20:41:41.0. The pulse has been de-dispersed to a best-fitting DM of
1105.6 pc cm−3 and is shown across the 340 MHz of the usable Parkes
bandwidth in the bottom panel. The highest frequencies have been excised
due to persistent RFI. The top panel shows the intensity summed over all
frequency channels at the best-fitting DM.
All data were recorded with the Berkeley Parkes Swinburne
Recorder (BPSR; Keith et al., 2010) as time-frequency data cubes
in filterbank format.2 The BPSR system records 1024 frequency
channels over 400 MHz of bandwidth centred at 1382 MHz; approx-
imately 60 MHz (15 per cent) of the total bandwidth is discarded
at the highest frequencies due to satellite interference. The system
records 8-bit data with a sampling time of 64 μs, which is then
downsampled to 2-bit for storage to disc, preserving only total in-
tensity. For single pulse processing, all data have been searched for
single pulses with the HEIMDALL3 software. As early as June 2013 it
was possible to view streaming data from the telescope via an online
interface through the BPSR web controller. The capability to search
through incoming data in real time for FRBs was implemented in
March 2014 and this search is run for all observations taken with
the BPSR backend. The data are searched for single pulses with
1.5 × DMGalaxy ≤ DM ≤2000 pc cm−3, where DMGalaxy is the mod-
elled DM of the Milky Way along the line of sight from the NE2001
electron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002). While the real-time
search is being performed, 120 s of 8-bit data are stored in a ring
buffer connected to the BPSR system. If a pulse is found in any
beam that matches the criteria for an FRB candidate, the 8-bit data
for all 13 beams are saved to disc and can be calibrated to obtain the
Stokes parameters from the full polarization information. Further
details of the real-time search pipeline, which was used to find FRB
150215 in this project, are described in Petroff et al. (2015a).
3 FR B 1 5 0 2 1 5
FRB 150215 was detected in an outer beam (beam 13) of the Parkes
multibeam receiver at UTC 2015 February 15 20:41:41.714, the
time of arrival at 1.382 GHz. The burst has a best-fitting DM of
1105.6 ± 0.8 pc cm−3 and observed pulse duration of 2.8+1.2−0.5 ms,
as shown in Fig. 1; it was detected in only a single beam of the
receiver with an observed peak flux density of 0.7+0.2−0.1 Jy and a
2 http://sigproc.sourceforge.net/
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/heimdall-astro/
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Table 1. Observed and derived properties of FRB 150215. Derived cos-
mological parameters are upper limits only and are highly model de-
pendent; here we have used the DM excess from the NE2001 model,
H0 = 69.6 km s−1, M = 0.286 and  = 0.714 (Wright 2006).
Event date UTC 2015 February 15
Event time UTC, ν1.382GHz 20:41:41.714
Event time, ν∞ 20:41:39.313
Event time MJD, ν1.382GHz 57068.86228837
Event time, ν∞ 57068.86226057
RA (J2000) 18:17:27
Dec. (J2000) −04◦54′15′′
(, b) (24.6◦, 5.2◦)
Beam diameter (at 1.4 GHz) 14.4 arcmin
DMFRB (pc cm−3) 1105.6 (8)
DMMW,NE2001 (pc cm−3) 427
DMMW,YMW (pc cm−3) 275
Detection S/N 19 (1)
Observed width, t (ms) 2.8 +1.2−0.5
Instrumental dispersion smearing, tDM (ms) 1.3
Modelled scattering time, τNE2001,1 GHz (ms) 0.05
Dispersion index, α –2.001 (2)
Peak flux density, Sν, 1400MHz (Jy) >0.7 +0.2−0.1
Fluence, F (Jy ms) >2.1 +2.0−0.7
DMexcess (pc cm−3) 678
z <0.56
Comoving distance (Gpc) <2.1 (6)
Luminosity distance (Gpc) <3.3 (1.3)
Energy (J) < 1.2+3.8−0.8 × 1032
fluence of 2.1+2.0−0.7 Jy ms. The burst was detected in a beam centred at
the position RA 18h:17m:27s Dec. −04◦54′15′′ (J2000), at Galactic
coordinates (, b) = (24.66◦, 5.28◦). The beam half-power half-
width is 7 arcmin, which we take as the uncertainty on position
along the inner dimension; however, since it was detected in an
outer beam the position is not well constrained on one side. As such
the above-quoted flux density and fluence are to be interpreted as
lower limits. The full properties of the event are given in Table 1,
including derived cosmological parameters based upon the DM
excess from the NE2001 model by Cordes & Lazio (2002) (see
Petroff et al. 2016, for a full discussion of these calculations).
The burst was found approximately 25◦ from the Galactic Center,
the smallest angular separation for any burst to date, at a low Galactic
latitude. The estimated DM contribution from the Milky Way along
this sightline is 427 pc cm−3 from the NE2001 model (Cordes
& Lazio 2002) but 275 pc cm−3 from the YMW model, lower by
40 per cent (Yao, Manchester & Wang 2017). We take the difference
in these two estimates as an indication of the uncertainty in this
parameter.4 Despite having travelled through a larger fraction of the
ionized Milky Way than any other burst except FRB 010621 (Keane
et al. 2012), FRB 150215 shows neither significant scattering nor
scintillation, as shown in Fig. 2.
In December 2014 an RFI monitor was installed at the Parkes
telescope site. This monitor enabled perytons, seemingly frequency-
swept signals that resembled FRBs in many ways (Burke-Spolaor
et al. 2011), to be traced back to their source, the on-site microwave
ovens, through the detection of coincident out-of-band RFI (Petroff
4 It should be noted that these models have high uncertainty, perhaps
50 per cent or more, when estimating the electron density in the Galactic
halo or in regions of low pulsar density (Deller et al. 2009).
Figure 2. The pulse shape of FRB 150215 in three sub-bands of 110 MHz
each across the usable bandwidth centred at 1470 MHz (top, blue),
1361 MHz (middle, green) and 1253 MHz (bottom, red). The pulse has
no obvious scattering tail and shows no frequency-dependent pulse broad-
ening. The highest and lowest frequency sub-bands have been offset in flux
density by 2 Jy for clarity.
Figure 3. Top: The polarization position angle across the pulse. Bottom:
The polarization profile of FRB 150215 showing total intensity Stokes I
(black), as well as Stokes Q (red, dash), U (green, dot) and V (blue, dot–
dashed). The burst was 43 ± 5 per cent linearly polarized and 3 ± 1 per cent
circularly polarized. All of the Stokes parameters have been normalized with
respect to Stokes I.
et al. 2015b). No correlated out-of-band RFI was detected coinci-
dent with FRB 150215.
3.1 Polarization
The real-time detection system in operation at the Parkes telescope
detected the burst less than 10 s after it occurred. The detection
triggered a recording of 4.1 s of full-Stokes data centred on the time
of FRB 150215. A calibrator observation was taken 1.5 h after the
detection of the burst allowing for a polarized pulse profile to be
constructed. FRB 150215 was found to have high linear polariza-
tion, L = 43 ± 5 per cent, where L =
√
Q2 + U 2, with very low
circular polarization, V = 3 ± 1 per cent, shown in Fig. 3. Flux
calibration was performed using a calibrator data set taken 6 d after
the FRB during which time no receiver or cabling changes were
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made. The uncertain position of the FRB in the beam may affect
the detected polarization level. Studies of the polarization attenu-
ation due to source location in a Parkes beam were done by Ravi
et al. (2016) after the detection of FRB 150807 and it was shown
for this particular burst that even at the best-fitting location for the
burst far off beam centre (in a non-central beam of the receiver) the
recovered polarization for a test pulsar was consistent with the pub-
lished profile. Even in the extreme case that the true position of FRB
150215 is significantly offset from the beam centre, then we may
expect that the polarization profile recovered in our observations
is a reasonably accurate measurement of the intrinsic polarization
properties.
Only four FRBs have previously published measurements of
their polarized profiles and no two look alike. FRB 140514 shows
only significant circular polarization (V = 21 ± 7 per cent; Petroff
et al. 2015a), FRB 150418 shows only low-level linear polarization
(L = 8.5 ± 1.5 per cent; Keane et al. 2016), FRB 110523 shows
both linear and possible circular polarization (L = 44 ± 3 per cent,
V = 23 ± 30 per cent; Masui et al. 2015) and FRB 150807 shows
extremely high linear polarization (L = 80 ± 1 per cent; Ravi et al.
2016). The presence of significant polarization of any kind on such
short time-scales is indicative of coherent emission, much like the
polarized pulses seen from pulsars (Lyne & Graham-Smith 2012).
The two bursts from this sample with the highest levels of linear
polarization, FRBs 110523 and 150807, show significant rotation
measures (RMs); however, the RM of FRB 150807 is consistent
with that of a nearby pulsar, indicating that a significant fraction of
the Faraday rotation may be produced in the Galaxy.
The linear polarization data for the burst reported here were ex-
amined for the effects of Faraday rotation using the implementation
of RM synthesis described in Macquart et al. (2012) (see also Brent-
jens & de Bruyn 2005). After accounting for RFI, the ∼ 289 MHz of
usable bandwidth centred on 1357.5 MHz with 0.39 MHz channels
yielded an RM spread function with a half-power at half-maximum
width of 92 rad m−2. A search over the range [−8000, 8000] rad m−2
detected a 9σ signal with an RM of +1.6 rad m−2 for which the as-
sociated 2σ confidence interval spans the range [−9, 12] rad m−2,
consistent with zero.
The low measured RM for this FRB is unexpected. Given that
FRB 150215 was seen along a sightline approximately 25◦ from the
Galactic Center, one might expect a considerable RM contribution
from the Galactic foreground (>50 rad m−2), making a zero total
RM unlikely.
3.2 RM of the galactic foreground
The RM contribution of the Galaxy can be estimated in a variety
of ways. Here we discuss three possible methods for determining
the foreground Galactic contribution: nearby polarized extragalactic
sources, RM maps and RMs from nearby pulsars.
The RM foreground from the Galaxy can be estimated from
the measured RMs of nearby sources from the NRAO VLA Sky
Survey (NVSS; Taylor, Stil & Sunstrum 2009). The extragalactic
sources in the region have largely positive RMs but the nearest
source to the FRB, approximately 0.2◦ away on the sky, NVSS
J181647-045659, shows a deviation and has a low RM = −6.3 ±
15.1 rad m−2 consistent with zero, as shown in Fig. 4.
This is also seen by Oppermann et al. (2015), who present a
smoothed map of the Galactic foreground produced using a large
sample of RMs from extragalactic sources. Based on these maps, the
expected RM at the position of FRB 150215 is −3.3 ± 12.2 rad m−2,
consistent with our measurement from RM synthesis. However,
Figure 4. Rotation measures of extragalactic sources from the NVSS mea-
sured by Taylor et al. (2009) shown as circles with size corresponding to
magnitude for positive (light blue, +) and negative (red, open) on a log scale.
The RMs are overlaid on the CHIPASS radio continuum map at 1.4 GHz
(Calabretta, Staveley-Smith & Barnes 2014). FRB 150215 is at the position
of the black cross, with the black circle at the centre corresponding to the
size of the Parkes beam. The source nearest to the FRB is NVSS J181647-
045659, which has an RM = −6.3 ± 15.1 rad m−2. The position of pulsar
PSR J1820–0427 (RM = +69.2 rad m−2) is also shown with a white filled
circle.
within the larger map of Galactic Faraday rotation, the FRB lies in
what appears to be a small (<1◦) region of low RM surrounded by
several much larger regions of high positive RM.
The third possible method for determining the Galactic RM fore-
ground is from the RMs of Galactic pulsars along nearby sightlines.
The closest pulsar to FRB 150215 with a measured RM is PSR
J1820–0427 of +69.2±2 rad m−2 (Hamilton & Lyne 1987), drasti-
cally different from the RM of the FRB. This pulsar is offset from
the location of FRB 150215 by approximately 1◦ and lies within a
region of expected positive RM from the Oppermann et al. (2015)
map, where the predicted value integrated through the entire Galac-
tic sightline is RM = +80(50) rad m−2. It is also worth noting that
the pulsar samples only the local field and cannot measure the RM
along the full sightline through the Galaxy.
The combination of these three methods points to the conclusion
that the position where FRB 150215 was discovered may lie in a
small null region in the Galactic RM. Rapid foreground variations in
RM are known to exist along sightlines at low Galactic latitude due
to either turbulence or magnetic field reversals along spiral arms
(Han et al. 2006). The null in RM along this line of sight could
also indicate a void in the Galactic ISM, reducing the Galactic
contribution to the burst’s total DM and increasing the derived
distance even further. Variations in the Galactic ISM on these scales
cannot be seen in current electron density models such as NE2001
or the YMW model (Cordes & Lazio 2002; Yao et al. 2017).
FRB 150215 is also located near the base of the North Polar
Spur (NPS), a large extended structure in the radio sky. The NPS
is known to contribute significantly to the Galactic foreground RM
(Sun et al. 2015), but has been more extensively studied at higher
Galactic latitudes (b > 20◦) where measurements are less entangled
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with other Galactic contributions. As outlined above, small-scale
variations in the foreground are difficult to constrain, particularly
if, as might be the case for the NPS, the foreground is due to a
supernova remnant or turbulent wind (Sun et al. 2015).
The low RM of FRB 150215 does not preclude the presence of
an intrinsic RM imparted on the burst at the source. The presence
of high fractional linear polarization suggests an ordered magnetic
field at the progenitor. However, if the progenitor is at high redshift,
then the observed RM from the host is reduced compared to the rest-
frame value by (1 + z)2; for FRB 150215 at an estimated redshift of z
≤ 0.56, this could attenuate a significant rest-frame RM contribution
(RM ∼25 rad m−2) from the host so that it becomes undetectable
within our measurement errors. However, a rest-frame RM value of
∼180 rad m−2 like the one for FRB 110523 would still be present at
a detectable level in the data. Additionally, Oppermann et al. (2015)
show a typical observing-frame extragalactic RM contribution of
∼7 rad m−2, which is consistent with both an attenuated host RM
contribution at high redshift and our measurement for FRB 150215
if one accepts that there is a low foreground RM. In summary, given
the RM of the FRB, and the foreground, any host contribution to
the RM must be low: 25 rad m−2 in the rest frame of the FRB.
4 MU LT I WAV E L E N G T H FO L L OW-U P
In addition to polarization capture, the real-time detection of FRB
150215 enabled the triggering of telescopes across the electromag-
netic spectrum to search for longer-lived multiwavelength coun-
terparts to the FRB. A detection trigger was issued through the
follow-up network developed as part of the SUrvey for Pulsars
and Extragalactic Radio Bursts (SUPERB; Keane et al., 2016) 2 h
post-burst and in the subsequent weeks the location of the burst
was observed with 11 telescopes. This effort included radio tele-
scopes searching for repeating bursts, radio imaging campaigns to
search for highly varying radio sources in the field, wide-field opti-
cal imaging in several wavebands, two epochs of infrared imaging
in the field to penetrate the significant extinction encountered at op-
tical wavelengths, X-ray imaging with space-based missions, high
energy γ -ray imaging and a search for associated neutrinos.
The searches and follow-up strategy in these different wavelength
regimes are described in the following sections and a summary of
all observations is provided in Table 2. Detailed information about
the observing setup, sensitivity and other specifications for each
telescope is given in Appendix A.
4.1 Radio pulse search
Immediately after the detection of FRB 150215, the field was mon-
itored for 2 h with the Parkes telescope until the field set. These
observations place the best limits on repeating pulses from the
source, assuming that the progenitor of the burst was in a phase
of outburst or activity as has been seen for the progenitor of FRB
121102 (Spitler et al. 2016). No additional pulses were seen in these
early observations down to a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 8, a peak
flux density of 0.4 Jy.
In total, the field of FRB 150215 has been re-observed for 17.25 h
to search for repeating pulses either at the same DM or for other
FRB-like events at a different DM up to 5000 pc cm−3 with the
Parkes radio telescope (10 h) and the Lovell radio telescope (7.25 h).
No new bursts were detected with pulse width ≤ 32.7 ms at any
DM above a peak flux density of 0.5 Jy, and no new pulses were
detected within 10 per cent of the DM of FRB 150215 above a peak
flux density of 0.4 Jy. A non-detection in follow-up observations
Table 2. Follow-up observations conducted at 11 telescopes. Limits pre-
sented are the minimum detectable magnitude or flux of each epoch. Dates
for all epochs are 2015 unless stated otherwise.
Telescope Date Start time T+ Limits
UTC
Parkes February 15 20:41:42 1 s 145 mJy at 1.4 GHz
ANTARES February 15 20:41:42 1 s 1.4 × 10−2 erg cm−2 (E−2)
0.5 erg cm−2 (E−1)
ATCA February 16 01:22:26 4.6 h 280 µJy at 5.5 GHz
300 µJy at 7.5 GHz
GMRT February 16 06:36:00 8.9 h 100 µJy at 610 MHz
DECam February 16 09:01:36 12.3 h i = 24.3, r = 24.8,
VR = 25.1
Swift February 16 15:30:23 18.8 h 1.7e−13 erg cm−2 s−1
ATCA February 16 20:41:44 24 h 208 µJy at 5.5 GHz
200 µJy at 7.5 GHz
ANTARES February 16 20:41:42 1.0 d 1.4 × 10−2 erg cm−2 (E−2)
0.5 erg.cm−2 (E−1)
TNT February 16 21:59:00 1.0 d R = 21.3
GMRT February 17 05:08:00 1.3 d 100 µJy at 610 MHz
Magellan February 17 08:53:05 1.5 d J = 18.6
Parkes February 17 20:26:47 1.9 d 145 mJy at 1.4 GHz
Chandra February 18 03:56:00 2.3 d 1e−14 erg cm−2 s−1
Swift February 18 04:44:58 2.3 d 2.4e−13 erg cm−2 s−1
Magellan February 18 08:59:44 2.5 d J = 19.1
Parkes February 18 20:04:25 2.9 d 145 mJy at 1.4 GHz
Swift February 19 01:27:59 3.2 d 9.7e−13 erg cm−2 s−1
ATCA February 19 17:13:44 3.8 d 192 µJy at 5.5 GHz
228 µJy at 7.5 GHz
GMRT February 20 05:51:00 4.3 h 100 µJy at 610 MHz
Swift February 20 12:36:58 4.6 d 2.1e−13 erg cm−2 s−1
Swift February 21 18:53:59 5.9 d 6.8e−13 erg cm−2 s−1
H.E.S.S. February 22 02:53:00 6.3 d see text
Parkes February 23 19:41:53 7.9 d 145 mJy at 1.4 GHz
H.E.S.S. February 25 02:49:00 9.3 d see text
DECam February 28 08:13:46 12.5 d i = 24.3, r = 24.8,
VR = 25.1
DECam March 1 08:59:45 13.5 d i = 24.3, r = 24.8,
VR = 25.1
VLA March 1 13:59:46 13.7 d 7.92 µJy at 10.1 GHz
VLA March 6 14:26:00 18.7 d 7.83 µJy at 10.1 GHz
VLA March 9 15:02:34 21.7 d 164.5 µJy at 10.1 GHz
DECam March 11 08:02:32 23.5 d i = 24.3
VLA March 17 12:34:56 29.6 d 6.95 µJy at 10.1 GHz
ATCA March 18 18:44:14 30.9 d 240 µJy at 5.5 GHz
200 µJy at 7.5 GHz
ATCA March 19 18:44:14 31.9 d 200 µJy at 5.5 GHz
200 µJy at 7.5 GHz
ATCA March 24 18:13:44 36.9 d 220 µJy at 5.5 GHz
220 µJy at 7.5 GHz
VLA April 8 10:51:51 51.6 d 7.05 µJy at 10.1 GHz
TNT April 14 21:07:54 58.0 d R = 21.3
DECam April 27 08:42:05 70.5 d i = 22.2, VR = 21.3
VLA April 28 10:53:20 71.6 d 6.57 µJy at 10.1 GHz
VLA April 28 11:38:11 71.6 d 6.48 µJy at 10.1 GHz
VLA April 28 12:23:04 71.6 d 7.23 µJy at 10.1 GHz
VLA April 29 10:17:15 72.5 d 6.78 µJy at 10.1 GHz
Lovell 2016 February 14 12:31:58 364 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 February 15 12:47:17 365 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 February 19 10:32:25 269 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
ATCA 2016 February 24 18:41:45 374 d 160 µJy at 5.5 GHz
192 µJy at 7.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 March 10 09:11:15 398 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
ATCA 2016 March 10 15:58:15 398 d 132 µJy at 5.5 GHz
160 µJy at 7.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 March 19 01:20:44 407 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 March 27 01:34:12 415 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 Apr 06 08:42:45 416 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
Lovell 2016 Apr 16 06:48:43 416 d 168 mJy at 1.5 GHz
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Figure 5. Integrated image of all epochs of observations with the VLA.
Primary beam correction has been applied and the phase centre of the image
is located at source A (ATCA 181811−045256). The red curve through
the image indicates the edge of the 14.4 arcmin radius of the Parkes beam
centred at the pointing position at the time of detection of FRB 150215.
does not preclude a repeating source. Repeating pulses from the
source may be clustered in time, similar to FRB 121102, and the
source may have been active when the location was not observed
or repeat pulses may be too weak to be detected with the current
sensitivity of the Parkes or Lovell telescopes, as has been suggested
by Scholz et al. (2016). The location of the burst continues to be
monitored through ongoing projects at the Parkes telescope.
4.2 Radio imaging
The first radio imaging of the field of FRB 150215 was done less than
5 h after detection through a target of opportunity (ToO) campaign
with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). Images of
the entire Parkes beam encompassing the full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) of 14.4 arcmin were recorded at 5.5 and 7.5 GHz. Sensi-
tivity in the field was limited by an elongated beam shape due to
the high declination of the field; the first radio images reached 3σ
limiting fluxes of 280 μJy at 5.5 GHz and 300 μJy at 7.5 GHz.
Analysis of the first ATCA images in the days after they were
recorded revealed 10 radio sources, nine of which were associ-
ated with known sources from the NVSS (Condon et al. 1998).
The 10th source (hereafter ATCA 181811−045256), located at
RA=18h:18m:11.s4 Dec.=−04◦52′56.′′6, was the focus of additional
initial follow-up with the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) due to its
lack of archival counterpart. The first observations with the VLA
were performed on 2015 March 1, 14 d after FRB 150215, centred
on the position of ATCA 181811−045256. In total, nine epochs of
VLA data were taken over the course of 60 d from 2015 March 1 to
2015 April 29 under program code VLA/15A-461. All observations
were taken in the B configuration of the array in X band (8.332 –
12.024 GHz) and a synthesized beam size of 1.03 × 0.72 arcsec at
a position angle of –6.2◦.
An integrated image was produced using all epochs of VLA ob-
servations that yielded an RMS sensitivity of 2.3 μJy at the centre
position of the observations and 16 μJy near the edge of the im-
age, shown in Fig. 5. In this integrated image, seven sources were
detected (labeled with letters A–G in the VLA analysis) including
Figure 6. Light curves of the three sources detectable on a per-epoch ba-
sis from the VLA observing campaign: VLA-A (ATCA 181811−045256),
VLA-C and VLA-F (names as shown in Fig. 5). Peak fluxes and 3σ fitted
flux error bars are shown. VLA-F appears to be a core-jet object and the
light curves are shown for the central component (VLA-F2) and the two
extended components (VLA-F1 and VLA-F3). For VLA-F1 and VLA-F3,
the integrated flux is shown.
the primary target ATCA 181811−045256. Three of the sources
were detectable in individual epochs: ATCA 181811−045256 (la-
beled as VLA-A), VLA-C, and VLA-F, which appear to be an
extended core-jet object. Due to the very limited field of view of the
VLA images, the only ATCA source visible in the field is ATCA
181811−045256. The three sources visible in all observations were
monitored for intensity variations but were all seen to remain rela-
tively stable in flux throughout the observing campaign, as shown
in Fig. 6.
Additionally, a ToO campaign began with the GMRT 9 h after
the detection of FRB 150215 centred on the position of the Parkes
beam centre. Subsequent images were taken 1.3 and 4.3 d post-
burst, all with a centre frequency of 610 MHz and an observing
bandwidth of 64 MHz. All images achieved an RMS sensitivity
of ∼100 μJy and encompassed a 1 square degree field of view.
In total, 61 sources were detected in the GMRT images above the
7σ level and 30 of these sources were found to have NVSS coun-
terparts. All ATCA sources were detected with the exception of
ATCA 181811−045256. The large discrepancy between the num-
ber of GMRT sources and the number of NVSS sources may be due
to the imaging resolution of the two systems, i.e. a double-lobed
source feature identified as two sources in the GMRT image may
be only seen as one in the NVSS source catalogue. The higher sen-
sitivity and lower observing frequency of the GMRT relative to the
NVSS may also contribute to this discrepancy.
Longer-term studies of source variability in the field were con-
ducted using the data from the ATCA. In total, eight epochs of
observations at 5.5 and 7.5 GHz were recorded with the ATCA with
six observations between 2015 February 16 and 2015 March 24
and two additional epochs of data taken 1 yr later in 2016 March.
Where possible, the de-biased modulation index for each source
was calculated using equation (3) from (Bell et al. 2015) as
md = 1
S
√∑n
i=1(Si − S)2 −
∑n
i=1 σ
2
i
n
(1)
where S is the mean flux density, Si is the flux density values for a
source in n epochs and σ i is the inverse of the error in the individual
flux measurement. This modulation index quantifies the strength
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Figure 7. Light curves of six sources detected at the ATCA suitable for
analysis at multiple epochs for variability. Fluxes at 5.5 and 7.5 GHz are
shown with circles and triangles, respectively; 3σ error bars are shown.
Sources ATCA 181645–050202 and ATCA 181752–044057 were not de-
tected at 7.5 GHz above 6-σ . None of the sources show significant variabil-
ity in either waveband. More information about these sources is provided in
Appendix A.
of variability for a given source with significant variability defined
as md > 50 per cent. Two sources in the field were unresolved due
to differences in observing configurations between epochs, making
analysis of their variability impossible. An additional two sources
were badly affected by artefacts in most epochs similarly ham-
pering analysis. For the remaining six sources, including ATCA
181811−045256, md was calculated and none were seen to vary
significantly, i.e. md > 50 per cent. The light curves for these six
sources are shown in Fig. 7.
The presence of a radio source in the field not identified in the
NVSS survey is not entirely surprising. The NVSS survey was de-
signed to be 50 per cent complete at the S = 2.5 ± 0.4 mJy level
at 1.4 GHz (Condon et al. 1998). ATCA 181811−045256 was first
detected with a flux of S5.5 = 2.04 mJy and S7.5 = 1.22 ± 0.4 mJy, im-
plying a slightly negative spectral index although consistent within
the 3σ errors with a flat spectrum. Such a source may be below the
sensitivity limit of the NVSS. Although the appearance of a new ra-
dio source in the field post-burst would be tantalizing, the detection
of a variable radio source in the field would not necessarily imply a
direct connection between the source and the FRB. This has since
been shown by the unrelated highly variable source in the field of
FRB 150418 (Williams & Berger 2016; Johnston et al. 2017) and
the detection of a fairly stable persistent radio source associated
with FRB 121102 (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017).
However, if FRB 150215 is seen to repeat in the future and can
be localized via single pulses, the reference images now available
from ATCA, GMRT, and the VLA can quickly confirm or refute the
presence of an associated radio source like the one seen for FRB
121102.
4.3 Optical and infrared imaging
An optical imaging campaign began within 24 h of the detection of
FRB 150215 to search for optical transients evolving on rapid time-
scales of a few days and continued for 71 d to search for transient
sources on longer time-scales. The first images were taken approx-
imately 12 h after the FRB detection at 2015 February 16 09:01:36
UTC with the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Diehl & Dark En-
ergy Survey Collaboration 2012) instrument on the 4-m Blanco
telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory. Within 2 d
of FRB 150215, additional observations were taken with the 2.4-m
Thai National Telescope (TNT) located at Doi Inthanon National
Park in Thailand and the 6.5-m Magellan Baade telescope at las
Campanas Observatory in Chile.
The low Galactic latitude of the field resulted in significant ex-
tinction, with an average E(B − V) = 0.24 (Schlegel, Finkbeiner
& Davis 1998), which significantly reduces our limiting magni-
tudes in all images. To minimize extinction effects, observations
were primarily taken with longer wavelength filters: r, i and VR (a
custom-made broad filter with high transmission at 5000–7000 Å
between the traditional V = 5500 Å and R = 6580 Å bands) on
the DECam instrument, R band for observations with TNT, and J
band in the near-infrared using the FourStar instrument on Magellan
(Persson et al. 2013).
The most sensitive limit on optical transients comes from the
five epochs of observations taken with the DECam instrument in
the i band. For an exposure time of 750 s and a seeing FWHM of
1.3 arcsec the 5σ limiting magnitudes in each band were i = 24.3,
r = 24.8 and VR = 25.1; however, extinction significantly affects
the sensitivity in the field and the extinction corrected limiting mag-
nitudes were i = 22.2, r = 21.6 and VR = 21.3, all in the AB system.
Due to the crowdedness of the field and the limited resolution of
the dust maps, the variation in extinction is difficult to quantify and
may be as great as several magnitudes in some regions. The nightly
stacked images were searched for transients using the SEXTRACTOR
software and no transient sources were detected. However, calibra-
tion and background estimation in this field are extremely difficult
due to the large number of sources (see Fig. 8) and a verification
of the SEXTRACTOR results was performed using an early version of
the Mary pipeline (Andreoni et al., submitted). Many sources were
seen to vary between epochs but no transients were detected in the
region of the Parkes beam above a 5σ significance threshold.
More limited transient searches were performed using the two
available epochs each from Magellan in J band and from TNT in
R band. Magellan observations were taken 1.5 and 2.5 d post-burst
achieving 5σ limiting magnitudes of 18.6 and 19.1, respectively.
An analysis similar to that performed on the DECam observa-
tions returned no significant transients. Observations with the TNT
were taken 25 h and 58 d post-burst and achieved a limiting mag-
nitude of R = 21.3 (AB), this being the magnitude of the faintest
source that could be reliably extracted. Again, no transient sources
were detected in a SEXTRACTOR analysis of the images.
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Figure 8. DECam VR-band image of the FRB 150215 field. The blue circles
represent the Parkes radio telescope beam (7.5 arcmin, inner, solid line) and
extended (15.0 arcmin, outer, dashed line) positional error. The circles are
centred on the pointing of the Parkes beam upon detection of FRB 150215.
No transient event was found in the i-band stacked images within the region.
The shortest time baseline on which we are sensitive to optical
transients is approximately 12 d, between the first two epochs of
deep DECam images, and the longest time baseline is over 70 d.
Based on these observations, we can rule out some fairly common
optical transients such as a Type Ia supernova out to z < 0.32 (Wang
et al. 2003), or Type IIp supernovae at z < 0.15 (Sanders et al. 2015).
We can also place limits on optical transients generated by proposed
progenitors to FRBs such as kilonovae (Niino, Totani & Okumura
2014) and long GRBs associated with superluminous supernovae
(SLSNe; Metzger et al. 2017). Due to their faint emission, we can
only place weak limits on a kilonova associated with FRB 150215
to z < 0.045 or z < 0.11 (for Metzger et al. 2015; Kasen, Badnell &
Barnes 2013, respectively). However, from the DM the estimated
redshift of FRB 150215 of z < 0.56 we can place strong limits on
temporally associated emission from a traditional long GRB optical
afterglow, which is highly disfavoured.
Given the depth and cadence of the DECam images, we are
also able to place strong constraints on a temporally coincident
SLSN. The DECam data are sensitive in depth and time to an event
M ∼ −19.9 at z = 0.56 (the estimated DM of FRB 150215). Al-
though supernovae have a wide range of rise and fade times the
spacing of the optical epochs provides detection limits for super-
novae at these epochs in the observed frame. SLSNe evolve slowly
with rise and fade times of ∼30–100 d and ∼100–500 d, respec-
tively. As such, the DECam observations are well spaced to catch
any type of SLSN near peak luminosity, assuming that the SLSN
outburst is associated with the FRB. Thus, the DECam data can
rule out a coincident SLSN to z  0.75 using the most conserva-
tive definition of an SLSN (M  −20.5; Quimby et al. 2013) and
to z  0.95 using the canonical definition (M  − 21; Gal-Yam
2012). However, these estimates neglect the variation in extinction
across the field that could obscure closer events in regions of higher
Galactic extinction. We note that a detection in only one epoch
would not confirm the supernova nature of an event (superlumi-
nous or not). Thus, the practical sensitivity of the DECam data is
roughly 0.5—1.0 mag fainter, i.e. i ∼ 21.2 − 21.7 and, thus, sen-
sitive to events brighter than M ∼ −20.4 to −20.9 to z ∼ 0.56 (or
M ∼ −19.9 to z ∼ 0.36) in order to observe a sufficient magnitude
change over multiple detections to discern its evolution and confirm
the event.
However, limits on temporally associated optical transients may
be of little use if the engine for the FRB is a repeating source
embedded in a supernova remnant as has been suggested recently
(Beloborodov 2017; Metzger et al. 2017). In this case, the optical
transient may have occurred decades prior to the detection of the
FRB and any optical identification of the progenitor would require
localization of the source from repeating FRBs.
4.4 X-ray observations
Six epochs of X-ray data were taken in the week after FRB 150215:
five epochs from the Swift X-ray telescope and one from the Chan-
dra X-ray Observatory. All observations with Swift used the X-
Ray Telescope (XRT) in photon counting mode between between
0.3 and 10 keV. All observations were centred on the location
of the Parkes beam centre at the time of the FRB detection. The
23.6 × 23.6 arcmin field of view covered the field beyond the
FWHM of the Parkes beam. The first observation occurred 19 h
post-burst and subsequent observations occurred on 2015 Febru-
ary 16–21. Integration times with the XRT for these observations
ranged from 800 to 3900 s, resulting in a range of sensitivities given
in Table 2. In our analysis of these observations, no convincing
transient sources were identified.
A single epoch of X-ray data was also collected with the Chandra
X-ray Observatory using the High Resolution Camera (HRC; Mur-
ray et al. 2000), a 30 × 30 arcmin imager, between 0.08 and 10 keV.
The observation with the HRC-I imaging mode was centred on the
location of the Parkes detection beam. Two sources were detected in
this image near the centre of the field separated by 34 arcsec. Both
sources have observed fluxes in the 0.3–8 keV range of approxi-
mately 5 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 if they have a soft thermal spectrum
and their positions are consistent with the known nearby M-dwarfs
PM J18174-0452 and PM J18174-0453. No variability analysis of
these M dwarfs is possible with the single epoch of Chandra data,
and these sources were not detected in any epochs taken with Swift.
It should also be mentioned that the Swift Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT) was not looking in the direction of FRB 150215 at the time
of the radio detection, therefore no limits can be placed on the
occurrence of a coincident γ -ray transient of the type reported in
DeLaunay et al. (2016).
4.5 High-energy γ -ray searches
Follow-up observations of the field of FRB 150215 were performed
with the H.E.S.S. Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope ar-
ray to search for associated high energy γ -ray photons. The first
observations were taken several days after the FRB when the field
became visible at the H.E.S.S. site in Namibia on 2015 February 22
at 2:53 UTC, 6.3 d post-burst, and lasted for 28 min. In total, two
observations were taken of the field, each using a hybrid observing
setup with four 12-m telescopes and one 28-m telescope that com-
bine to create a 3.5 × 3.5 square degree field of view. Observations
from both epochs were combined to obtain 0.7 h of data under good
conditions.
The Li & Ma significances were calculated for the data (Li &
Ma 1983) and the distributions of significances were compared
for the full field and in the case where a circular region of di-
ameter 14.4 arcmin around the position of the FRB is excluded.
The two distributions were found to be fully compatible. There-
fore, we conclude that no significant γ -ray flux was detected from
the direction of FRB 150215. From these observations, we derive
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an upper limit on the γ -ray flux assuming an E−2 energy spec-
trum as γ (E > 1TeV) < 6.38 × 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 (99 per cent
confidence).
4.6 Neutrino searches
Searches for a possible neutrino counterpart signal to FRB 150215
were conducted with the ANTARES telescope in the Mediterranean
Sea (Ageron et al. 2011). The discovery of a high-energy neutrino
signal is of a great interest as it may help to pinpoint the origin,
leptons and/or hadrons, of the accelerated particles emitting the
radio burst. The datastream was searched for up-going track events
from a point-like source in the following three time windows: T1
= [T0-500s; T0+500s], T2 = [T0-1h; T0+1h] and T3 = [T0-
1day; T0+1day], where T0 is the FRB trigger time. The searches
were performed on a 2◦ region of interest (ROI) centred on the
position of the Parkes beam centre at the time of the FRB detection.
The short time window search was optimized for the case of a
short transient associated with the FRB such as a GRB (see Baret
et al. 2011). The longer time-scale searches were done to take into
account unknown scenarios for neutrino production associated with
the FRB. No neutrinos were detected coincident with the FRB in
any of the time bins searched, a result that is consistent with the
neutrino background expectation.
From this non-detection we compute limits on the neutrino flu-
ence of FRB 150215 based on the instantaneous acceptance of
ANTARES at the time of the FRB: Fν <
∫ Emax
Emin
dN/dE · EdE.
These upper limits are computed for two standard neutrino en-
ergy spectra defined by a power-law function dN/dE ∝ E− with
spectral indices  = 1.0 and 2.0. The limits are computed in the
energy range [Emin–Emax] = [103.4–106.4] GeV and [Emin–Emax] =
[105.4–107.9] GeV for the soft E−2 and the hard E−1 spectrum,
respectively. Each range has been derived from detailed Monte
Carlo simulations and corresponds to the 5–95 per cent range of
the energy distribution of events passing the applied quality crite-
ria for the corresponding spectrum. As a result for FRB 150215,
F 90C.Lν < 1.4 × 10−2 erg cm−2 (8.7 GeV cm−2) for the E−2 spec-
trum and F 90C.Lν < 0.47 erg cm−2(293.4 GeV cm−2) considering
the E−1 spectrum.
Depending on the distance to FRB 150215, different con-
straints can be set on the isotropic energy released in neutrinos
Etotν = 4πD(z)2Fν/(1 + z).5 We consider three distance scenar-
ios: a local galactic environment with d = 50 kpc, an extragalactic,
non-cosmological distance at d = 100 Mpc and a cosmological ori-
gin at z = 0.56. For a E−2 source model, the limits are Etotν <
8.2 × 1045, 1.6 × 1052, 1.4 × 1055 erg, respectively. If the process
that produced FRB 150215 also produces neutrinos ANTARES sig-
nificantly constrains the galactic and near extragalactic distance sce-
narios. However, the cosmological scenario remains unconstrained
according to the ANTARES sensitivity.
4.7 Follow-up summary
No transients were detected at any wavelength temporally associ-
ated with FRB 150215. Our follow-up places the strongest limits
on long GRB and SLSN-type emission through optical follow-up
with the DECam instrument described in Section 4.3. Follow-up
was challenging due to the large diameter of the Parkes beam and
the poor localization of the FRB. If the source of FRB 150215 is
5 H0 = 69.6 km s−1 Mpc−1, m = 0.286 and  = 0.714.
seen to repeat in the future, the source may be localized through the
FRB single pulses similar to FRB 121102 (Chatterjee et al. 2017).
In such a scenario, our observations across the electromagnetic
spectrum provide valuable deep reference images that can be used
immediately to say more about a potential host galaxy and the ex-
istence of a possible radio counterpart to compare this source with
FRB 121102. Radio pulse searches are ongoing with the Parkes
telescope; however, monitoring of the field of FRB 150215 with
FRB search pipelines on new wide-field interferometers such as
UTMOST (Caleb et al. 2016), CHIME (Ng et al. 2017) and Apertif
(van Leeuwen 2014) as part of all-sky surveys is highly recom-
mended as these instruments will provide improved localization.
5 D I SCUSSI ON
5.1 Detectability of FRBs at low galactic latitudes
In addition to adding a new burst to the current population, FRB
150215 also presents some interesting new information on the de-
tectability of FRBs, particularly at low Galactic latitudes. Previous
searches at low and intermediate Galactic latitudes with the Parkes
telescope have been unsuccessful at finding FRBs (Burke-Spolaor
& Bannister 2014; Petroff et al. 2014; Rane et al. 2016). No viable
physical mechanism has yet been presented, which explains how
the Galaxy could effectively mask or hinder FRB detection in this
region, given that current searches are sensitive to FRBs out to ex-
tremely high DMs and even if a large amount of scattering is present
(Bhandari et al., in preparation). FRB 150215 may have travelled
through a small RM null in the Galactic foreground, potentially also
representing a line of sight where the total Galactic electron column
density is lower than its surroundings.
The P786 project spent a total of 518 h surveying the regions of
RRATs and candidates with the BPSR observing system. Over 460
of these hours were spent at Galactic latitudes below 20◦. From this
survey and the single FRB detection, an approximate FRB rate can
be calculated as RFRB = 3.4+13−3 × 103 FRBs sky−1 d−1 (95 per cent
confidence level, 0.13 < F < 5.9 Jy ms), consistent within large
uncertainties with previous estimates from Champion et al. (2016)
and Rane et al. (2016).
5.2 Galactic or extragalactic origin?
A preponderance of proposed progenitors places the origin of FRBs
outside our own Galaxy. Many posit cosmological distances. No
precise location was determined for FRB 150215; however, the
observational evidence from the burst itself is consistent with an
origin outside the Milky Way. The burst shows no obvious pulse
broadening due to the effects of scattering despite the large overall
DM and despite having travelled through the potentially significant
scattering screen of the Galaxy (see Fig. 2). The NE2001 model
predicts pulse broadening by the Galaxy along this line of sight
at 1.4 GHz of 0.01 ms; however, using the scattering-DM relation
from Bhat et al. (2004) the expected pulse broadening is ≈5 ms at
1.4 GHz. The NE2001 value may be highly biased or inaccurate in
this region due to the sparsity of pulsars but the true value likely
lies somewhere between these two models. The lack of significant
scattering may be consistent with the expected Galactic effects, but
in the case of a sightline with strong scattering (where the Bhat et al.
model is more applicable) FRB 150215 is out of place.
The lack of scattering for FRB 150215 is consistent with the larger
population of FRBs, which show scattering seemingly randomly
without any correlation with total DM (Cordes et al. 2016). Such
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a distribution could be explained if the burst originates far outside
the Galaxy such that the effect of the Galactic material is down-
weighted compared to a scattering screen halfway between source
and observer (the ‘lever arm effect’; Lorimer et al. 2013) and the
scattering seen in some profiles is instead due to travelling through
haloes of intervening galaxies.
If the source of FRB 150215 was a Galactic pulsar, this would re-
quire an extreme overdensity in the Galactic electron content along
the line of sight, perhaps attributable to a dense H II region. Such
a scenario has been proposed for FRB 010621 (Bannister & Mad-
sen 2014) although the overdensity fraction was much smaller. In
the case of FRB 150215, an H II region capable of producing the
fractional DM excess would require an enormous density, produc-
ing a substantial emission measure (EM ∼1010 pc cm−6), and a
measurable fourth-order effect on the DM. Such a high emission
measure would be bright in Hα , but no such emission is seen in the
images of the region from the WHAM survey (Haffner et al. 2003). A
region of this density would also be inconsistent with the observed
RM properties of the burst unless there was an implausibly low
magnetic field strength within the region to cancel out the effects of
such enormous density.
We find no compelling physical evidence of a Galactic origin for
FRB 150215 and therefore propose an extragalactic origin as being
the favorable explanation for the excess DM and other observed
properties of the burst. The consistency between the FRB RM and
the estimated foreground RM also indicates that the FRB is most
likely located outside of the Milky Way.
5.3 Comparison with FRB 150418 and FRB 131104
The follow-up of FRB 150215 revealed no transient or variable
source in the field at any wavelength. Of particular interest are
the observations conducted with the ATCA following FRB 150215
as they were very similar in cadence to those conducted for FRB
150418 in which it was argued that a rapidly fading radio source
was observed in the days after the burst (Keane et al. 2016; Johnston
et al. 2017). The observations with the ATCA for FRB 150215 were,
however, significantly less sensitive due to the high declination
angle of the source field. The result was an elongated beam shape
and a higher noise floor for these observations. The best RMS noise
achieved in any ATCA observation during this follow-up campaign
was 120 μJy at 5.5 GHz, 160 μJy at 7.5 GHz, as such a source like
WISE J071634.59-190039.2 (the source that had been proposed to
be related to FRB 150418), which varies below the 100 μJy level
could not be detected.
Radio imaging follow-up was also conducted for FRB 131104
with the ATCA (Shannon & Ravi 2017). A strongly variable radio
source in the field, AT J0642.9–5118, was observed to brighten
coincident with the burst, reaching a peak brightness of 1.2 mJy at
7.5 GHz in the week following the FRB. Shannon & Ravi have iden-
tified the source as a radio-bright AGN at a redshift of z = 0.8875,
consistent with the redshift for the FRB inferred from its redshift.
While AT J0642.9–5118 reached a peak brightness an order of
magnitude higher than the AGN in the field of FRB 150418, it too
would have been below the detection threshold for the follow-up
conducted for FRB 150215 with the ATCA.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper we present the new fast radio burst FRB 150215 discov-
ered in real time with the Parkes radio telescope in February 2015.
Multiwavelength and multimessenger follow-up was triggered at 11
telescopes. Full Stokes information was preserved for this burst and
the FRB was found to be 43 ± 5 per cent linearly polarized with an
RM −9 < RM < 12 rad m−2 (95 per cent confidence level). We find
this RM to be consistent with the Galactic foreground as the burst
sightline may coincide with a spatially compact null in the Galactic
RM, perhaps also corresponding to a lower than average electron
column density contribution to the total DM. This also implies that
no RM 25 rad m−2 in the rest frame of the host is imparted by
the progenitor or a host galaxy, in contrast to FRB 110523 (Ma-
sui et al. 2015), implying that not all FRBs are produced in dense,
magnetized regions. The burst was found within 25◦ of the Galactic
Center at low Galactic latitude (b = 5.28◦) with a DM = 1105.6
± 0.8 pc cm−3, more than 2.5 times the expected DM from the
NE2001 model. This excess in the DM may be higher if the RM
null value also corresponds to an underdensity in the ionized ISM
along this sightline.
Follow-up observations were conducted with telescopes at radio,
optical and X-ray wavelengths, as well as at TeV energies with the
H.E.S.S. γ -ray telescope and with the ANTARES neutrino detector.
Several steady sources were detected in the field of FRB 150215,
but no transient or variable emission was observed coincident with
the burst and it is unclear which, if any, of the steady sources may
be related to the FRB. No repeating pulses from FRB 150215 were
found at DMs up to 5000 pc cm−3 in 17.25 h of radio follow-
up, although monitoring of the FRB field is ongoing. The burst
properties favour an extragalactic origin although the distance to
the progenitor cannot be determined with available observations.
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A P P E N D I X A : MU LT I WAV E L E N G T H
FOLLOW-UP: O BSERVING DETA ILS
A1 The Lovell telescope
Observations to search for single pulses from FRB 150215 were
taken with the Lovell telescope at a centre frequency of 1532 MHz
with 800 frequency channels over 400 MHz of bandwidth of which
approximately 20 per cent is masked due to RFI. The sampling time
of the data was 256 μs and the diameter of the Lovell beam is
12 arcmin. In this configuration the 1σ sensitivity limit for a pulse
width of 1 ms is 35 mJy.
The data were initially cleaned by applying a channel mask to
remove bad frequency channels, next a median absolute deviation
algorithm was applied to remove additional channels affected by
RFI. The data were then dedispersed using SIGPROC DEDISPERSE_ALL
around the DM of the FRB, from 1050 – to 1150 pc cm−3, after
which we used SIGPROC SEEK with the single pulse option to detect
single pulses at each DM trial. No significant candidates were found
above a threshold of 10σ . As a verification, the data were also
searched for single pulses using PRESTO. We dedispersed the cleaned
data using PREPSUBBAND (with the zero DM option) for the same
DM range used in the SIGPROC search and the same DM step size
calculated by DEDISPERSE_ALL (∼4 pc cm−3). We then searched the
resulting time series for single pulses using single_pulse_search.py
(using the -nobadblocks flag to stop the code from removing
strong bursts). Again, we found no significant candidates above
10σ .
A2 The Australia Telescope Compact Array
To cover the full field of view of the Parkes beam with the ATCA
required 42 pointings in a mosaic mode at 5.5 and 7.5 GHz. The
data were reduced using the standard steps in miriad (Sault, Teuben
& Wright 1995). At every observing epoch, the 42 pointings were
imaged and individually self-calibrated before being combined us-
ing LINMOS to form a mosaic. The miriad source finding task IMSAD
was used to find sources above a threshold of 6σ at both centre
frequencies and the task IMFIT was used to fit Gaussian components
for flux estimation. The details of the ATCA observations are given
in Table A1.
Of the 10 sources detected in the images at 5.5 GHz, two (NVSS
J181647–045659 and NVSS J181647–045213) were unresolved in
all eight epochs because of different resolutions for different con-
figurations, and two (NVSS J181733-050830 and NVSS J181822-
045439) are badly affected by artefacts, especially in Epochs 4, 5
and 6. These four sources have been excluded from the variabil-
ity analysis presented in Section 4.2 and Fig. 7. Further details of
the variability analysis for the remaining six sources are given in
Table A2.
A3 Jansky Very Large Array
The observations with the Jansky VLA were made in standard
imaging mode, centred on the position of a single ATCA detection
at RA 18h:18m:11.s51, Dec. –04◦52′46.′′84 (J2000). The standard
VLA calibrator 3C286 was used for flux and bandpass calibration
for all observations and J1812–0648 was used for phase calibration.
All epochs were observed with 2 MHz channels across the full
frequency range (8.332–12.024 GHz), and 2 s sampling intervals.
At each epoch, we spent an average net time of ∼20 min on-source.
We performed standard VLA calibration and imaging procedures
for each epoch. Concatenating the data over all epochs produced
the image in Fig. 5 in the main text. The synthesized beam for this
image subtends 1.03 × 0.72 arcsec at a position angle of –6.2◦, and
provides an RMS sensitivity of 2.3 μJy at the observation centre,
and 16 μJy near the edge of the VLA primary beam. The fluxes
and positions of each source in the integrated image are detailed in
Table A3.
Table A1. Observation details for each epoch of the ATCA follow-up for FRB 150215. The semimajor (Bmaj) and semiminor (Bmin) axes for the ATCA beam
and its position angle (pa) are given for observations at both 5.5 and 7.5 GHz.
Epoch Date Time Array Beam (5.5 GHz) Beam (7.5 GHz)
(h) Configuration Bmaj × Bmin(arcsec), pa(deg) Bmaj × Bmin(arcsec), pa(deg)
1 2015-02-16 01:22:26.9 2.5 750A 77.96 × 8.70, 3.3 60.5 × 6.70, 3.3
2 2015-02-16 20:41:44.9 4 750A 172.1 × 6.0, 0.14 128.3 × 4.51, 0.2
3 2015-02-19 17:13:44.9 4 750D 68.1 × 5.35, −1.04 51.3 × 4.1, −1.0
4 2015-03-18 18:44:14.9 3 H214 31.1 × 22.3, 45.68 27.0 × 19.92, 24.6
5 2015-03-19 18:44:14.9 2.5 H214 38.7 × 29.0, 32.0 27.3 × 20.10, 23.7
6 2015-03-24 18:13:44.9 3 H214 31.7 × 28.2, 29.39 26.8 × 21.89, 40.4
7 2016-03-24 18:41:45.7 2 6B 101.1 × 1.57, −3.3 76.7 × 1.18, −3.3
8 2016-03-10 15:58:15.7 4.5 6B 58.0 × 1.625, −2.9 40.8 × 1.25, −3.2
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Table A2. Sources detected in the field of FRB 150215 by the ATCA including their position, average flux, and de-biased modulation
indices, md, at both 5.5 and 7.5 GHz. Only the six sources for which variability analysis was possible are listed here. Positional uncertainties,
in arcseconds, are given in brackets.
NVSS name ATCA name RA DEC. Savg, 5.5 Savg, 7.5 md5.5 md7.5
h:m:s ◦:′:′′ mJy mJy ( per cent) ( per cent)
J181646–044918 181647–044939 18:16:47.2(0.22) −04:49:39.3(3.16) 1.6(2) 1.5(2) 16.2 12.0
J181734–044243 181733–044259 18:17:33.9(0.13) −04:42:59.7(1.78) 4.0(3) 3.4(2) 5.2 3.0
J181645–050151 181645–050202 18:16:45.0(0.30) −05:02:02.8(8.33) 0.7(1) – 18 –
– 181811–045256 18:18:11.4(0.37) −04:52:56.6(4.84) 1.8(2) 1.2(2) 18.8 21.2
J181802–050146 181802–050200 18:18:02.6(0.22) −05:02:00.1(3.11) 3.7(4) 2.5(3) 6.0 6.4
J181752–044056 181752–044057 18:17:52.5(0.53) −04:40:57.7(7.04) 1.0(1) – 17.3 –
Table A3. The fitted sizes and fluxes of the objects in the epoch-combined image shown in Fig. 5. Names for the sources A–G are given
based on distance from the pointing centre. The centre source (VLA-A) corresponds to the source ATCA 181811–045256. For source
VLA-F, we give the values for the subcomponents of what appears to represent a double-lobed active nucleus. The parentheses on the RA
and Dec. give the error on the last digit.
Source J2000 RA J2000 Dec. Size Position Peak flux Integrated
Angle (deg) (µJy/beam) flux (µJy)
VLA-A 18:18:11.5129(3) −04:52:46.847(8) Point – 1918 ± 30 –
VLA-B 18:18:18.104(2) −04:52:19.07(4) Point – 27.7 ± 2.3 –
VLA-C 18:18:02.6500(7) −04:52:58.42(2) Point – 99.9 ± 3.7 –
VLA-D 18:18:21.328(2) −04:53:37.04(4) Point – 30.9 ± 2.8 –
VLA-E 18:18:03.508(2) −04:50:41.07(3) Point – 46.6 ± 4.6 –
VLA-F1 18:18:22.838(4) −04:54:19.98(8) 1.59 ± 0.24 × 0.86 ± 0.17 148 ± 13 129 ± 11 377 ± 43
VLA-F2 18:18:22.244(1) −04:54:35.17(4) Point – 81.7 ± 6.1 –
VLA-F3 18:18:22.040(2) −04:54:41.20(4) 1.68 ± 0.12 × 0.98 ± 0.10 37.5 ± 6.8 335 ± 16 1190 ± 67
VLA-G 18:18:23.306(2) −04:54:54.21(5) Point – 122 ± 13 –
Table A4. Summary of DECam follow-up filters and the number of expo-
sures for FRB 150215.
Date (UTC) Filter Exp (s) N exp
2015-02-16 i 150 5
i 50 4
VR 150 5
2015-02-28 i 150 6
r 20 60
VR 100 5
2015-03-01 i 150 6
i 50 5
VR 150 10
2015-03-11 i 150 5
2015-04-27 i 150 5
VR 150 5
A4 The dark energy camera
For the follow-up observations of FRB 150215, the full DECam im-
ager was used, which covers 3 square degrees allowing for coverage
of more than 4.5 times the uncertainty radius of the Parkes telescope
beam, shown in the main text in Fig. 8. Details about the observing
dates, filters, and exposure times for the DECam observations are
given in Table A4.
A5 Thai National Telescope
FRB 150215 was followed up with the ARC 4K camera mounted
on the 2.4-m TNT, located at Doi Inthanon National Park, Thailand.
The field-of-view is 8.8 × 8.8 arcmin, and six tilings were used to
observe the field at each epoch. In total, 40 min was spent observing
the field in the first epoch on 2015 February 16 and each tile was
observed several times in the R band, with individual exposure times
of 60 s. The same six tiles were observed again 57 d later on 2015
April 14, enabling a comparative analysis of sources. The effective
overlapping area observed on both occasions was 18.′4 in RA by
12.′4 in Dec. centred on 18h:17m:40s –04◦51′55′′.
The images were de-biased and flat-fielded, aligned and stacked
for each tile, calibrated astrometrically using astrometry.net
(Lang et al. 2010), and finally source catalogues were extracted us-
ing SEXTRACTOR catalogues (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). All point-like
sources detected for each epoch were compared to search for vari-
ability and for transient objects that appear in the first observations
but not in the second. Unfortunately the observing conditions for the
first epoch were poor, with seeing of 3 arcsec, and in both epochs the
fields were observed at high airmass (>1.5). The faintest reliable
sources we could extract were R = 21.3 (AB), and we consider this
the detection limit.
A6 The Swift XRT
Observations were taken with the Swift XRT and the data (target
ID: 00033640) and XRT products were built and analysed using
the data analysis tools on the Swift website (Evans et al. 2007,
2009). Using standard settings, these tools identified no convincing
transient sources and we obtained a count rate upper limit for each
observation epoch at the position of the FRB. These count rate limits
were converted to flux limits using a Galactic HI column density
estimate from HEAsoft tool “nH” at the position of FRB 150215
of 3.04 × 1021 cm−2, with a negligible intrinsic component, and
assuming that the FRB has the spectral index of a gamma-ray burst-
like event. The average GRB spectral index over the energy range of
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Figure A1. VHE γ -ray emission around the direction of FRB 150215 as observed with H.E.S.S (oversampling radius of 0.1◦). The circle in the centre has
a diameter of 14.4 arcmin and denotes the width of the Parkes beam in which the burst has been observed. Left-hand plot: γ -ray event counts exceeding
the background expectation. Middle plot: Map of significances of the γ -ray emission using the formalism proposed by Li & Ma (1983). Right-hand plot:
Distribution of significances (black histogram) compared to the distribution obtained by excluding a circular region of 14.4 arcmin radius (red histogram). The
red line and the shown parameters correspond to a Gaussian function fitted to the latter distribution.
the XRT for all GRBs in the catalogue on the Swift website (Evans
et al. 2009) was found to be 2.0 ± 0.4; we use a value of 2.0 in our
analysis as the spectrum of the FRB afterglow is not known but may
be GRB-like. The 0.3–10 keV fluxes were then calculated using the
HEAsoft tool WebPIMMS4 for each observation and are provided
in Table 2.
A7 H.E.S.S.
The H.E.S.S. Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope array is
situated on the Khomas Highland plateau of Namibia (23◦16′18′′
South, 16◦30′00′′ East), at an elevation of 1800 m above sea level.
The current telescope array, completed in 2012, is composed of four
12-m telescopes and one 28-m telescope sensitive to cosmic rays
and γ -rays in the 10 GeV to 100 TeV energy range. With its current
sensitivity, the telescope array is capable of detecting a Crab-like
source close to zenith at the 5σ level within <5 min under good
observational conditions (Aharonian et al. 2006). The observatory
has a field-of-view of 3.◦5.
Both observations of the field of FRB 150215 performed with the
H.E.S.S. telescope were performed with a hybrid setup including all
five telescopes in the array. Combining both observations and after
correcting for acceptance effects, a total effective live time of 0.7h
was obtained under good conditions but with relatively high zenith
angles ranging between 54◦ and 64◦. The data were analysed using
the Model Analysis (de Naurois & Rolland 2009) with standard
gamma-hadron separation and event selection cuts. The background
has been determined using the standard ‘ring background’ technique
Berge, Funk & Hinton (2007) in combination with an acceptance
estimation exploiting the radial uniformity of the acceptance across
the field-of-view of the system.
No significant γ -ray flux has been detected from the direction of
FRB 150215. The distribution of γ -ray events exceeding the back-
ground is shown for the full ROI in the left-hand plot of Fig. A1. The
middle plot of Fig. A1 shows the map of the Li & Ma significances
(Li & Ma 1983) and the right-hand plot shows the corresponding
distribution of significances (black histogram). The distribution ob-
tained by excluding a circular region of diameter 14.′4 around the
FRB position is shown in red. They are fully compatible with the
background expectation.
A8 The antares neutrino telescope
The ANTARES neutrino telescope is currently the most sensi-
tive neutrino telescope operating in the Northern hemisphere. It
aims to primarily detect up-going neutrino-induced muons (above
100 GeV) that produce Cherenkov light in the detector. By design,
ANTARES mainly observes the Southern sky (2π steradian at any
time) with a high duty cycle. As a consequence, ANTARES is per-
fectly suited to search for a neutrino signal from FRB candidates
detected at the Parkes observatory.
The number of atmospheric background events, μb, was directly
estimated from the data using a time window Tback = [T0-12h;
T0+12h], where T0 is the time of FRB 150215. The detector sta-
bility has been checked by looking at the event rates detected in
time slices of 2 h within Tback. We did not find any significant
variability in the event rates that guarantees the stability of the de-
tector. Within the three time windows, no neutrino event was found
in correlation with FRB 150215. The expected numbers of back-
ground events, integrated over the three time windows in an ROI of
2◦, are μB = 3.5 × 10−5, 2.5 × 10−4 and 6.1 × 10−3, respectively.
Thus, the Poisson probability of observing zero events knowing
the different background noises is greater than 99 per cent. From
these considerations, the null result is compatible with the neutrino
background expectation.
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